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ABSTRACT According to increase of social and economical activity， the mobile 
communication system is forced on the practical stage of extremely large number of 
radio channels and is required to reduce occupancy of coverage area for each channel. 
Compander have prevented from such d巴gradationof speach quality via reducing 
transmission po制eras fading and thermal noise. 
ln this paper， a nobel compander is proposed制ithbasis on Short Time DFT (ab. in 
ST-DFT) which consists of N/2-1 sub-module along the frequency index of the ST-DFT. 
Both the configuration and frequency responses of the ST-DFT multi-channel feed-
forward compander (ab. in MC-FF compander) are discussed through computer simulation 
on CRAY X-MP/14se at AIT. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
As well known， the syllabic companders 
operate to improve speach qua1ity with 
installing compressor at transmission front-
巴ndand expander at receiving tai1-end. 
Therefore， many investigations are keenly 
studied on rea1izing the sy11abic 
companders. Unfortunately， most of them 
have been concerned with approximation in 
detecting voice envelopes. Where such 
approximated enve10pe detecter is adopted 
to compressor/expander， the intermodu1ation 
error in approximate1y estimated enve10pes 
induces harmonic distortions. 
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2. PRINCIPLE州DCIRC山TRYCONFIGURATION 
Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the MC-
FF compander， whose detai ls are a1so 
schemed in fig.2. Both compressor and 
expander sho制nin fig.l are categorized 
into three major functional blocks. 
The first b10ck sho制sa ST-DFT analyzer 
whose sub-module consists of comp1ex 
mu1tiplyer and proto-type 10制-passfi1ter. 
The block produces instantaneous sp巴ctrum
components 仇ωfromthe input signal data 
x(n). The instantaneous spectrum components 
伽ωisgiven by eq.l， 
?
ー?。
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判h巴re，
X~帥 =L x(n十lNt[m-n]N)h(ーlN-[m-nlN)， 
l=-O。
WN-rk =exp(ーj2πrk/N)， 
The second block shown in details in 
fig.2 acts as compressIng/expanding on the 
frequency domain. ln fig.2(a)， a divider 
Is equiped if sub一冊odul巴 operates as a 
compressor， a multiplyer is equiped in 
fig.2(a) if sub-module operates as a 
expander. The compressed/巴xpand巴d
instantaneous spectrum component Pkωis 
given by， 
同=1似ω|α le引仙 (2) 
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(b) sub-module expander 
Fig.2 Detalled Scheme for the sub-問oduleof 
th巴目C・f1FCompander 
Whereαis set to be 0.5 for compressor， 
and to b巴 2for巴xpander. The real part or 
imaginary of the companded instantaneous 
spec trum ih帥 or伝ωisgiven as follows， 
21ω= 1 qykω1 cos fAω=1似ω|αla区ω， (3) 
eiω= 1 qykω 1 sin 8kω= 1 qyk帥|α 'b区帥， (4) 
判here8k帥 isdefined by . 
8k帥=tan -I {akω/b"帥} (5) 
Therefore， the second blocks is schemed 
as shown in fig.2 of companding the 
instantaneous spectrum on the frequency 
domain as shown in fig.3. 
The last block is the Short Time DFT， i.e. 
ST-DFT synthesizer， which reproduces 
companded signals y(n) from the companded 
instantaneous component払帥.
Th巴 compandedsignals， y(n) are given by， 
1 N-I 
y(n)=すZ 州 V (6) 
where， 
陥nk=exp(j2πnk/N)
6);(n) 
Imag 
bk (n) 
日(n)
Real 
a; (n) a'k(n) ak (n) 
Flg.3 The companding on the frequency domal口
3. E耳PERI闘E闘TRESUlTS 
All of the compander experiments are 
performed through computer simulations on 
the super-comp日terCRAY X-MP/14SE at AIT to 
avoid any round-off errors. The experiments 
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{ls shown in fig.4， th邑 SDRsof ST-DFT 
companders are improved by more than 20 dB 
from that of existing syllabic compand己rs
on almost a11 the frequency range. 
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Intermodulation among where the some 
condition of the CCITT G162 of 900 Hz -5 dBm 
and 1020 Hz -5 dBm tonal signals is 
observed as shoωn in fig.5. Th巴
intermodulation error of the門C-FF
compressor is belo判一55dB if N=64， and 
below -80 dB if N=64， and below -80 dB if 
N=128， wher巴 CCITTG162 recommends 
intermodulation error should be below -26 dB. 
The experiment results showed that the 
short time DFT is so useful in signal 
processing as th巴multi-channelfeed-forward 
co聞panderbeing almost fr己efrom th巴
harmonic distortions. Instead of great deal 
of processing in companding， the門C-FF
compand色r.wil1 be put on the stage of 
developments from the sup巴ri 0 r 
characteristics as discussed aboves. 
ι1:0闘ClUSIi)闘
制邑reheld on the conditions as follows. 
The制indowfunction frame number 2m is 
set to be 8 and fram日 lengthN is set to be 
32， 64 or 128， resp思ctively. {ll of 
spectrums are observed via ST-DFT of N=8192. 
Harmonic distortion of the ST-DFT compander 
Is observed to be below -80 dBm at 800 Hz 0 
dBm tonal input signal. Where the CCITT 
G.162 defines the harmonic distortion being 
belo制 -28dB， the ST-DFT compander wi th 
beloω-80 dB harmonic distortion is 
substantially realixed to be ideal. 
The signal to distortion ratio (ab. in 
SDR) is shown in fig.4 for the 0 dBm input 
signals uon the range from 300 Hz to 3.4 
kHz. Solid line shows SDR for ST-DFT 
compressor of N=64， dotted line shows for 
N=32. The SuR of existing syl1abic 
companders is also shown by chained line in 
fig.4 for comparison with ST-DFT companders. 
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